A Regime of Signs: Blake Rayne and Parasitic Painting
-Thomas Duncan

Quite simply, what is essential is neither the image nor the deep meaning, neither the
representation nor its hall of mirrored reflections, but the system of relations.
—Michel Serres, The Parasite1
All signs are signs of signs.
—Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus2
The problem for the artist is not to know if the work of art should be considered as an
object or as a subject, since the two are inseparable. The problem is to capture and to
formulate the desired tension in the work between appearance and sign.
—Asger Jorn, Détourned Painting3

On May 9, 2014, New York-based painter Blake Rayne opened his twenty-fourth
solo exhibition, entitled On Fridays We Have Half Days. Serving as its introduction was a
poster of the same title consisting of two compositional elements on a black background.4
The first, appearing in the upper half, is a jellyfish, its autofluorescence rendering itself a
translucent blue against the surrounding abyss. The animal’s tentacles read like stop-motion
animation stills, pirouetting one by one from the upper left to the lower right and back
around again. The second element is the exhibition’s title, situated several inches below and
spilling over two lines in a jumble of white upper- and lower-case text— the top in a brushy
bold, the bottom in a thin scrawl. Residing within the poster’s confining parameters, these
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factions construct an image that is beguiling and bemusing in equal measure. Its playfully
dueling nature opens itself up to a bevy of questions: How does a jellyfish relate to assigned
labor? Is this image/caption an oblique comment on the disproportion of labor to leisure?
Or are we to glean an inseparability of capital from image?5 Or better yet, are we witness to
a constellation of the cinematographic mise-en-abyme (putting into the abyss) and mise-enscène (setting the stage)?6
Certainly, the work exudes the promotional quality of a “coming attraction.” For we
are about to see an exhibition, a spectacle of its own variety, of which Rayne is the auteur.
Without being privy to any overt explanation, there is little to dispel the tension brought
about by Rayne’s performative sign, which tests “the one-to-one relationship between
captions and images we’ve learned (á la Walter Benjamin) to naturalize.”7 Here Rayne
forges an irresolute montage of meaning by pitting the signifier against its signifieds. By
suturing disparate threads of reference, his works become tapestries through which
signification is woven—continuously penetrating, vectoring out, and diving back in again.
This dovetailing of connotation effectively prohibits referents to speak for themselves; the
transfer of their information made only through Rayne’s system of parasitic and semiotic
filtration. In her catalogue contribution for Cabin of the Accused, Rayne’s 2016 mid-career
survey at the Blaffer Museum in Houston, art historian Jaleh Mansour offers that such
cryptic strategies are “purposively setting into motion a kind of riddle at the level of
procedure and material.”8 A review of On Fridays We Have Half Days, however, was
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less measured, suggesting that “the reasoning behind Rayne’s work can seem inscrutable,
meta to the point of incoherence.”9 This reviewer assumes the telos of Rayne’s work is that
of easily retrievable, flat resolution; rather, it is the explosion of signification that results in
layered, endlessly suggestive connotations, all, in one way or another pointing back to the
medium of painting. In other words, whether Rayne’s work is ever totally decoded is, to a
large degree, beside the point—it can instead be understood as “a self-reflexive maxim
about the construction of its own meaning before it is ‘about’ anything else.”10 Ultimately,
Rayne’s practice is a regime of signs, entirely dependent upon other signs in an imbrication
of painterly context, process, and usage.
It was perhaps reductive to state that the poster On Fridays We Have Half Days is
comprised of two compositional elements—in reality there are four (three internal and one
external). Beyond the above-mentioned push-pull of image and text, there is also the
background onto which the jellyfish and exhibition title have been superimposed as well as
its external “frame.” The black on which the aquatic image and doubly titular text rest
initially reads as a monochromatic void, but upon close inspection appears to be a starry
sky.11 What could be a more apt descriptor of associative signification than a constellation?
What Rayne so consistently does is synaptically fuse dissimilar, if not wholly unrelated
elements, and coalesces them within the contours of his reified objects. As we’ll see, this
notion of constellation is an enduring one.
Cabin of the Accused curator Javier Sánchez Martínez’s essay in Tense and Spaced
Out, the catalogue accompanying the exhibition, states, “Rayne’s constellational painting
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becomes a montage of heterogeneous moments, zones and densities, in which the concept
of painting is submitted to a perpetual revision.”12 When we gaze at the twinkling
firmament we invent and perpetually revise constellations: once a network is established
another immediately replaces it. Yet a constellation is only possible within the context of
more than one star, and is therefore dependent upon a plurality of stars for its cognitive
mapping to be rendered whole. Like constellations, signs are not considered such unless
they have a combination of signified and signifier upon which to rely.13 It is this very
interdependence upon signs and their contexts that is actively at play within all of Rayne’s
work.
The fourth and final element of our astro-semio-zoological poster is its framing
device. Like a typical poster, On Fridays We Have Half Days is not a discrete, singular
artwork, but an open edition. Within the exhibition Rayne placed a large stack of copies
near the gallery’s front desk but chose to isolate just one, an act that simultaneously
highlighted the object’s intrinsic distributive functionality yet also arrested this very
activity by placing it within the exhibition context itself. Rather than inter the multiple
within the fetishizing structure of a typical frame, Rayne situated it behind a layer of
Plexiglas. The only thing preventing it from slipping was pressure—the torque of the
screws forcing the Plexiglas against the gallery wall. At play here is not only physical
pressure, but also the pressure for Rayne’s work to perform, to signify, to succeed. Encased
in this way, the artist adheres the tensions inherent to artistic and economic contexts to a
vitreous, semiologically streamlined functionality. Truly, On Fridays We Have Half Days
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is an opaque sign that points most overtly to the exhibition in which it is housed, but also to
the gallery that supports it and to the larger system of contemporary art (and outward still).
To be sure, Rayne is fully aware how his “spineless” being will function as a semiological
vertebra within his exhibition.14
It is here that the significance of the poster’s ocean dweller finally becomes
apparent: the image is of a Turritopsis dohrnii, which is, in a biological sense, immortal.15
This is an animal that endlessly constructs itself, degenerates and then regenerates its
infrastructure. In this sense, our jellyfish is a self-portrait: “For Rayne, painting is not only
to be defined through its material components, it also exists as a fleeting sign that requires
testing, stretching, and constant reassessment so as to remain alive in permanently renewed
cultural circumstances.”16 If we work with the assumption that the jellyfish is a loaded
signifier about the occurrence of regeneration, the parasite would be an equally applicable
metaphor in regard to the process. Indeed, Rayne feeds off signs as a means of perpetually
enlivening and restructuring their significations. Rayne parasitically, that is, relationally
nourishes his practice by exploiting the signifieds of linguistic convention, cinematic
montage, theoretical and art historical discourse, social and technological networks, and
quotidian cultural phenomena—all at the service of Rayne’s most dear sign: painting.
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Parasitic Painting
If we are to release painting from the narrowly construed narrative of selfsameness, we
must interrogate its relation to other mediums and practices, to examine its intersection with
and contamination by other modes of material production at a given moment in time, and to
discern the ways in which these connections and contaminations are internalized by
painting rather than being its external circumstance.
Isabelle Graw and Ewa Lajer-Bucharth, Painting Beyond Itself17
Rather than being autonomous or self-sufficient, an individual cannot be understood except
in relation to what is outside them, to an otherness that faces them.
Jonathan Crary, 24/7: Late Capitalism and the Ends of Sleep18
“Rayne’s paintings, which situate themselves between a history of reflexive
material procedures and structures of linguistic description, produce the canvas as a site of
conflict between an impossible autonomy and a dispersed referentiality.”19 As painting is
always already incapable of self-subsistence it must be looked at in relation to its
externalities. Because of the evident failure—or one could say impossibility—of
modernistic sovereignty, artistic enterprise has entropically migrated from utopian ambition
towards the fortification of alternative reifying frameworks.
In relation to this occurrence, Benjamin H. D. Buchloh recently postulated, “as the
new spectatorial subjects voluntarily accepted the annulment of social and political utopian
thinking, artistic production sutured itself to the universal reign of spectacularized
consumption.”20 Though the historian’s acerbic lament was primarily aimed at a coterie of
market-sanctioned, critically aloof artists, it nonetheless locates an explication for art’s
movement away from ideologically-fomented terrain towards working methods of less
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aspirational fundament. Seeking the desire for an epistemological rupture within painting,
Daniel Buren stated that he was interested in doing “nothing less than abolishing the code
that has until now made art what it is.”21 Exactly when the dissolution of such artistic
ambition occurred and under what forces did it succumb are examinations too
encompassing to be properly dealt with here—my focus instead is on Rayne’s
“impossibility:” that painting’s functionality can no longer be discussed in terms of political
or cultural emancipation. “For if today it is impossible not to recognize the lessons handed
down by Buren and others, it is likewise impossible not to see how those lessons
themselves have been incorporated as a kind of affirmative content. If the language of
‘abolishing the code’ has itself become code, what can one say in retort or even in
response?”22 Accordingly, for Rayne (or for any artist working today, particularly within
painting) the death of rupture and the attendant degradation of the avant-garde’s ideal of
utopian existence are now givens and function as external circumstances of their own
accord. As a result, painting’s liberative impotence is a forgone conclusion that is
acknowledged, delusionally denied, or, in Rayne’s case, actively recuperated. In other
words, though it is self-evident that any societal rupture or caesura will not come about
through painterly discourse, one can still penetrate and generatively exploit strategic
models from historical movements wherein such ideals served as their very foundation. To
this end, Rayne’s perpetual negotiation of painting’s utopic failure and attendant
impossibility has proven to be a crestless wave of productive consequence through his
recuperation and transmogrification of process.
Many of Rayne’s processual tactics (the subversion of language, the synthesis of
21
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disparate realities, the “gaming” of societal systems, and the reevaluation of everday life
in general) are recuperations of tactics employed by Guy Debord and the Situationist
International (SI), who deconstructed quotidian experience as a means of subjecting it to
continual revision in an effort to mine its positive potentiality in the face of capitalistic
hegemony. As stated above, Rayne does not espouse doctrinaire adherence to any strive for
social rupture but rather, at times, seizes upon generative procedures of certain groups
and/or artists to reconstitute painting’s relation to contemporary circumstance.
Guy Debord’s most predominant concept was that of “the spectacle.” In an essay on
the SI, Greil Marcus succinctly describes one of the many manifestations of this term:
“Debord argued that the commodity—now transmuted into “spectacle,” or seemingly
natural, autonomous images communicated as the facts of life—had taken over the social
function once fulfilled by religion and myth, and that appearances were now inseparable
from the essential processes of alienation and domination in modern society.”23
Détournement, one of the manners in which the SI sought to combat this hegemonic force
of the spectacle, was the “diversion of an element of culture or everyday life to a new and
displacing purpose.”24 Through a similar, albeit recuperated strategy, this is precisely what
Rayne achieves with his poster: a mobilization of the signifying format of the everyday
“affiche” to operative aesthetic, semiological, and contextual ends. In a foundational
Situationist essay, Guy Debord insists, “We must try to construct situations, i.e., collective
environments, ensembles of impressions determining the quality of a moment. If we take
the simple example of the gathering of a group of individuals for a given time, and taking
into account acquaintances and material means at our disposal, we must study which
23
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arrangement of the site, which selection of participants, and which incitement of offense
suit the desired environment.”25 In multiple ways, the contextual elements listed within
Debord’s assertion regarding situations (duration, materiality, spatial negotiation, and
relational considerations) are those which Rayne maneuvers in each of his exhibitions,
which “are organized not as networks but as orchestrated constellations in which context,
space and sign come into contact with one another in an oblique manner.”26 Rayne’s
contextual considerations include, but are in no way limited to elements normally
associated with an exhibition: promotional posters (as we’ve seen), mailed invitations,
press releases, websites, visitor sign-in books, gallery infrastructure, etc. These actors
function just as actively as the artworks themselves, and in many cases, there is little
hierarchal differentiation: “There is, it would seem, no longer a distinction between content
and context, which is to say that everything always has to do with everything else.”27
Within the consumptive utilization of these erstwhile peripheral items, in concert with
Rayne’s objects, the artist highlights and subverts their signifying potentials in relation to
one another. Such attention to matters not necessarily within, but beside, or otherwise
merely associated with an exhibition now becomes every bit as important as the artworks
housed within it.
In David Joselit’s essay “Painting Beside Itself,” the author quotes artist Martin
Kippenberger: “The whole network is important! When you say art, then everything
possible belongs to it. […] In a gallery there is also the ﬂoor, the architecture, the color of
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the walls.”28 While Joselit’s oft-cited essay29 diagnoses certain procedures within the
practices of Jutta Koether, Wade Guyton, Cheyney Thompson, R. H. Quaytman and others
as “transitive,” I am making no such territorializing claim in relation to a pool of artists
working in the medium of painting. The current essay serves to deconstruct parasitic
tendencies solely in the work of Blake Rayne.
Regardless, it must be acknowledged that there are, of course, critical overlaps
between Joselit’s “transitive” treatment of the artists dealt with in his essay and my
“parasitic” treatment of Rayne. That said, I feel it important to differentiate the two.
In his essay, Joselit first makes clear that the Oxford English Dictionary defines transitivity
as “expressing an action which passes over to an object.”30 From this he typifies transitive
painting as visualizing “the behavior of objects within networks.”31 The essay goes on to
cite several examples of how transitivity renders painting a conduit for the elucidation of
exterior concepts and activities. Similar to Koether, Quaytman and Thompson, Rayne
allows such events to actuate the work; yet, fundamentally unlike these artists, his goal is
not to drive their associations to potentially didactic or reflective conclusions. Following
this metaphor of illumination, Rayne’s consumption and repurposing of referents within his
semiotic regime can be likened to refraction and occlusion, as opposed to reflection. As
such, Rayne’s “purposeful discontinuity and obfuscation”32 sets the task of situating his
work within the transitive realm rather difficult—perhaps it is for this reason that Rayne’s
work was not mentioned in Joselit’s essay.
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As I have argued, Rayne’s work is parasitic, coopting cultural phenomena to
effectively penetrate painterly production in a dovetailed collapse of meaning. Almost
exclusively, the term parasite connotes negatively: a deadly insect; a freeloader; a
sycophant. However, my use of the term has no pejorative intent, but is rather
metaphorically and relationally descriptive. In his book The Parasite, Michel Serres
implicates this term in myriad manners, underscoring its relational potentialities:
“To play the position or to play the location is to dominate the relation. It is to
have a relation only with the relation itself. Never with the stations from which it
comes, to which it goes, and by which it passes. Never to the things as such and,
undoubtedly, never to the subjects as such. Or rather, to those points as operators,
as sources of relations. And that is the meaning of the prefix para- in the word
parasite: it is on the side, next to, shifted; it is not on the thing, but on its relation.
It has relations, as they say, and makes a system of them. It is always mediate and
never immediate. It has a relation to the relation, a tie to the tie; it branches onto
the canal. There are those of sources and those of canals. The whole question of
the system now is to analyze what a point, a being, and a station are. They are
crossed by a network of relations; they are crossroads, interchanges, sorters. But
is that not analysis itself: saying that this thing is at the intersection of several
series. From then on, the thing is nothing else but a center of relations, crossroads
or passages. It is not a thing but a position or situation. And the parasite has
won.”33

Serres’s rather abstruse and meandering text raises several remarkable points, three of
which I’d like to briefly focus on to further illustrate Serres’s notion of the parasitic in
33
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relation to Rayne’s painting before delving into how his exhibition On Fridays We Have
Half Days typifies this activity.
The first regards “dominating the relation” of an object. Serres argues that the
relation of an object can be harnessed, but not the object itself, which correlates to Roland
Barthes’s position that “the signified is not ‘a thing’ but a mental representation of the
‘thing.’”34 Put another way, when there is a relationship established between signifieds, the
interplay is between the relations (the mental representations of the things) and not between
the things themselves. By threading an object or activity through processes and contexts
(artwork and exhibition) one dominates the thing’s relation and can therefore transform its
usage. It is this siphoning off of relations, this parasitic interexchange of process, context
and usage that nourishes not only the poster On Fridays We Have Half Days, but the
entirety of Rayne’s oeuvre.
The second point details the prefix para- in parasite. Para means “beside, alongside
of, beyond, aside from.”35 Serres articulates moving signification to another space—for
Rayne there is the artwork, and then there are the externalities that accompany it, and,
importantly, the fluctuation, or movement, between these two states. Further, there is the
site of the exhibition and all strata of significations that exist beside, alongside of, beyond,
and aside from it: para-site.
The third regards “a center of relations,” and can be viewed as indicative of Rayne’s
practice as a whole: “A sign refers to another sign, into which it passes and which carries it
into still other signs.”36
34
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Movement
Here the question is: How does that cameraman compare with the painter?
Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction37
Movement is a translation in space.
Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image38

Until this point I have referred to Blake Rayne as a painter and have discussed some
of the structures that undergird his practice, yet I have only detailed a single artwork, which
is not, technically speaking, a painting. That Rayne’s output often materially strays from
painting’s traditional region of canvas on support is irrelevant, for painting as a “medium
must be thought of in terms that actively link its internal possibilities to a larger system to
which it belongs.”39 Put another way, if one is to get to the core of Rayne’s practice one
must understand that “a painter can very well come to formulate by the means which are his
own a problem which can then be translated into other terms and in another register.”40 It is
not only the medium’s physical constructs that define the artist’s relationship to it, but its
entire framework: historical approaches and deployments, material production, and
philosophical underpinnings. As such, I felt it important to first lay a thorough groundwork
before attempting any deconstruction of Rayne’s multivalent output.
Within Rayne’s regime of signs there are many actors that reprise their roles, with
cinema being an oft-explored signifier. In association with this rich and universal medium,
Rayne’s exhibition On Fridays We Have Half Days is exemplary: each contribution is
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loaded with cinematic—and therefore semiotic—significations.41 Rayne’s work is not a
“center of relations” in pursuit of a self-reflexive semiotic disruption: what is at stake are
the progressively imbricated factors that govern contemporary existence. It is for this
reason that every exhibition departs from its predecessor in order to address the evershifting matrix of cultural experience. Correspondingly, On Fridays We Have Half Days is
a dense and layered examination of how cinematic and semiotic movement can be used to
deconstruct such realities.
Housed simultaneously at Miguel Abreu Gallery’s 36 Orchard Street and 88
Eldridge Street locations in New York City, the exhibition is divided into six zones, or
“movements:” Aperture, Poster, Dissolve, Mobile, Projection, and Montage. At both
locations, Rayne excised two 12/16” disks,42 or apertures, from the east-facing and westfacing windows, respectively (the Orchard address is southeast of the Eldridge location).
“Creating a passage between the gallery’s two locations, the exhibition moves from this
deinstallation to a consideration of painting as a spatial practice, materially displacing a
series of cinematic terms.”43 The aperture is the doorway to cinematic experience, a portal
through which light is controlled and movement documented via the film’s exposure to this
light. With the creation of these “apertures” in the gallery’s windows Rayne has
transformed the gallery infrastructure into an apparatus (camera) and the exhibition itself as
an index of recorded movement (film). Such translation of space continues throughout the
41
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installation—the material displacement of cinematic terms takes the form of reference to
cinematic phenomena (montage, dissolve, the “filmic” as language) as well as metaphorical
allusion to the cinematic venue itself (ticket booth, merchandise kiosk, concession stand,
screening room).
Installed across from the front desk, or “ticket booth,” just steps away from On
Fridays is Untitled,
“a single work comprised of ten pieces of paper individually dyed with KoolAid, and printed with an adhesive, which, while drying, is dusted with a layer of 7.66
ounces of walnut shell powder distributed across the individual prints until exhausted.
Turning from the gradually dissolving legibility of the still (a desktop frame grab), the
print series is completed by a C-print selected from Rayne’s ever expanding catalogue
of iPhone image captures of the transparent glass border between the projection booth
and the reflective screen in the cinema, in this case showing popcorn aligned on a
narrow cill [sic] below it.”44

Untitled’s expiring composition is an agglomeration of overlapping and marginally
discernable photographic imagery that is supported by a caption at the bottom that offers:
“When the alligator bites your leg punch him in the nose with your hand.” Just as in its
neighboring poster, there is a continued collapse of captioned and imagistic relations. The
text, “an amusing pop insinuation to the self-help manuals that suggest simple solutions
to complicated problems,”45 is a graphic translation of Rayne’s handwriting that
appears in all but two works in the exhibition. One of Untitled’s most legible features
is the show’s title, which clearly reveals itself as the source for the “font” found in On
44
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Fridays. Also detectible are images and objects that comprise Rayne’s studio
environment: a can of paint brushes, a tabletop with a pen and papers, a rather ominous toy
figurine, and a doodle of the name of the website staticdomain.org.46 By the time the tenth
panel is reached, the dissipation is all but complete with only the caption remaining.
The progressive breakdown of the work’s legibility parallels the fragmentation of
time and degradation of attention innate to era of accelerated technological consumption.
Untitled’s image is the very essence of multitasked distraction: a computer screen with a
dozen windows open, all competing for attention. “Multitasking implies the quick shift
from one informational frame to another. Although the human mind seems perfectly suited
for multitasking, doing so actually triggers a psychological mutation, producing new forms
of mental suffering such as panic, attention deficit disorders, burnout, mental exhaustion,
and depression.”47 Rayne’s dissolution echoes such degraded attention and the struggle to
cope with the overwhelming deluge of information the mind must navigate while the
resilient caption attempts a humorous negotiation of the impossibility of properly dealing
with such problems, let alone actually solving them.
Addressing the evaporation of attention within modernity is nothing new, not least
in relation to the cinema. In 1936 Walter Benjamin wrote: “Reception in a state of
distraction, which is increasing noticeably in all fields of art and is symptomatic of
profound changes in apperception, finds in the film its true means of exercise.”48 Indeed, by
individually framing each of Untitled’s prints they operate as “stills” within a film. Viewed
in succession from full legibility towards dissolution, they articulate the movement and
46
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language of the filmic “dissolve.” According to Gilles Deleuze, “It is in this sense that the
cinema is the system which reproduces movement as a function of any-instant-whatever
that is, as a function of equidistant instance, selected so as to create an impression of
continuity.”49 Hence the final frame of Untitled is not another still in its sequence of
dissolution but an image of a film projector. Only through the aperture of a projector is
continuity in film perceived—without it a film is nothing but a spool of successive,
immobile images. “In short, cinema does not give us an image to which movement is
added, it immediately gives us a movement-image.”50 Deleuze defines the MovementImage as “the acentered set [ensemble] of variable elements which act and react on each
other.”51 This sense of cinematic movement, this passage between elements and their
relations pervades On Fridays We Have Half Days.
“What is the ‘mobile’ to which our eye attaches movement as to a vehicle?”52 If
Rayne’s axiomatic retooling of movement in the 11-part Untitled is a filmic projection of
distraction at the hands of technology, the nearby suspended “mobile,” Untitled, cycles
tensions of economic and social mobility. The work, comprised of a violet Raymond
Poulidor bicycle frame upon which multiple artist-designed t-shirts and a black steel
sculpture hang, abounds with kitsch and discord. The Raymond Poulidor frame is a
repurposed—re-cycled—element from Rayne’s 2011 solo Shade Subscription in Berlin.
Though the citation of Alexander Calder’s mobiles is made abundantly clear, Rayne’s fixed
structure facilitates none of their motion—akin to Deleuze’s detailing of the perception of
cinematic continuity within the fixity of celluloid images, movement here is purely
cognitive. Ultimately, Rayne’s mobile has less to do with Calder than it does with Marcel
49
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Duchamp, who coined the term “mobile” in 1932 while visiting Calder’s studio in Paris.53
Rayne, like Duchamp, is overall less interested in the kinetic potentials of sculpture than
with the repurposing of the mechanisms of signification through painted, punned, and
readymade gestures.
Bicycles—whether directly represented, alluded to, or physically incorporated—
have been a consistent feature in Rayne’s work since at least 2005. For Rayne, the bicycle
is not only a symbol of self-determined mobility and freedom; it is also “a motif that aptly
relates to the mechanism of Rayne’s artistic output. If his production is in fact conceivable
as a mechanism, or if his process could be conceivable as the manipulation of established
procedures, then what is more present: functionality in producing meaning.”54 In addition to
the generation of meaning through repurposed and cognitive mechanization, Untitled is a
matrix of economic, semantic, and erotic exchange: “Such a triple homology is clearly
demonstrated by the parallel notions of ‘value’ held by Saussure and Marx. Fundamental to
Saussure’s semiotics is his concept that language operates as a differential economy of
words. A sign is invested with meaning through its distinctness from every other sign, and
this meaning varies with systemic fluctuations or transformations.”55. Following the
exhibitions quotation of the cinematic venue, Untitled is therefore the “merchandise kiosk”
or “marketplace of signs” 56 upon which Rayne’s products of material and immaterial labor
are on display for purchase (exchange-value) and consumption (use-value). Despite having
no wheels, Untitled’s distribution of assisted readymades57 nevertheless doubly functions as
53
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a signifier of Marx’s commodity circulation and Duchamp’s readymade’s passage from the
realm of the commercial into the realm of art. Additionally suspended from the Poulidor is
a black powder-coated steel sculpture in Rayne’s gapless handwriting “font” that reads:
“Next time I don’t want to make love,” an intentional negation of lyrics from the Drake
song “Own It,” in which the rapper opines “Next time I want to make love.”58 The
dimensional manifestation of this erotic and semantic abstraction is tilted counterclockwise
and thus reads from bottom to top, a subversion of not only linguistic legibility, but a
punning, if not trolling of our culture’s continual desire for “upward mobility,” of which
Drake, one of the most visible and lucrative rap artists in history, is highly emblematic.
Insofar as the relation of the mobile has been dominated in service of socioeconomic and cultural ambition writ large, Rayne equally seizes upon Calder’s “stabiles” in
his Untitled “concession stand” mere steps away. Situated atop a concrete slab and a stack
of 108 cardboard “files” is an upended Fage yogurt container upon which rests a Favi Pico+
pocket projector that projects a continual 108-minute stop-motion animation of individual
drawings onto a heap of yogurt. That Rayne incorporated live yogurt cultures is a punning
of the accelerated and “in-stabile” nature of society at large—a projection onto culture that
enacts the distracted inextricability of technology and the body in a sleepless blurring of
labor and life: “Incalculable streams of images are omnipresent 24/7, but what finally
occupies individual attention is the management of the technical conditions that surround
them: all the expanding determinations of delivery, display, format, storage, upgrades, and
accessories.”59 Rayne’s projection is the same video loop from his staticdomain.org—an
endlessly repeated series of single line drawings made within the confines of a delimited
rectangular framework. Riding along its edges and looping with repetitive, aimless abandon
58
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like a pen trying to find its ink: “These lines-without-end enjoy the inoperativity and quasiunconsciousness of the doodle, or the distracted movement of attention within the noncontext of metropolitan operations.”

60

Wild Country, Rayne’s 2012 London solo, saw the artist’s commencement of these
Brice Marden-esque gestures, an engagement that evolved through to On Fridays We Have
Half Days. Marden, like his Abstract Expressionist progenitors, seeks to imbue his
canvases with the awe-inducing, transcendent quality of the sublime through a haptic
“projection of the self.”61 If Marden seeks a romantic attachment to abstraction through the
sublimation of interiority in pursuit of the masterpiece, Untitled registers the transformative
movement of sublimation itself—an index of passage from the hand to paper, paper to
aperture, aperture to film, film to computer, computer to projector, projector to culture. This
recording of transference from one state to another is a “preview” of the paintings hung in
the next and final room, as enlarged and refined versions of these automatic gestures are
montaged within them.
According to art historian and critic Leo Steinberg, “The flatbed picture plane
makes its symbolic allusion to hard surfaces such as tabletops, studio floors, charts, bulletin
boards—any receptor surface on which objects are scattered, on which data is entered, on
which information may be received, printed, impressed…” before going on to add, “…I
tend to regard the tilt of the picture plane from vertical to horizontal as expressive shift in
the subject matter of art, the shift from nature to culture.”62 Seen through this lens,
Untitled’s cement slab is the hard surface upon which a horizontal network of movement
60
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“data” resides in anticipation of its passage onto the vertical surface of the Rayne’s
canvases. Fittingly, the height of the concrete is identical to the depth of the canvases
occupying the next and final gallery, or “screening room.”
Of the 24 canvases63 that Rayne had predetermined would comprise the entirety of
this series, 10 were installed in a staggered manner that guided viewer through the space in
a markedly more engaged fashion than that of a even-spaced hanging. Each canvas,
executed through the exact same processes, differed only marginally in composition. Over
each matte black ground 6 to 8 rectangular, looped compositions (or “standard
stoppages”)64 overlap one another, animatedly tilting back and forth as they descend from
the upper left to the lower right. Witnessing this montage of movement, it is virtually
impossible not to see the series as an updating Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a
Staircase, No. 2 (1912). Duchamp’s legendary painting was initially rejected by the Cubists
for its “gap between style and name, between the cubist appearance on the canvas and the
apparition of its title.”65 Though clearly a working through of the Cubism, Duchamp’s
painting was in fact inspired by the elements of early cinema: “In one of Marey’s books, I
saw an illustration of how he indicated people who fence, or horses galloping, with a
system of dots delineating the different movements.”66 Étienne-Jules Marey (1830-1904), a
scientist and early pioneer of the analysis of physiological movement in both photography
and film, created a system of images that broke down bodily movements to a series of stills,
an activity he coined chronophotography.
63
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“Unlike Eadweard Muybridge’s motion photography, which broke up a particular
movement into a series of discrete moments, Marey’s chronophotography, like his
inscription machines, sought to show an entire trajectory—a kind of graph or
graphic language—of an instance of locomotion. To enhance the linear effect
Marey sometimes had subjects dressed entirely in black uniforms marked with
white lines and points along the legs and arms, so that their movements were those
of stick figures—images that clearly prefigure the formal idiom of Duchamp’s
Nude Descending a Staircase.”67

While Duchamp’s work stems from the language of the body’s dynamism in space,
Rayne’s commences with the language of automatic drawing: each painting’s overlapped
frames are an index of the hand’s random movements within a rectangular boundary that
begins at one point and continues without rest until it reaches the exact point where it
began. Hence the artist’s application of the Duchampian “Standard Stoppage”68
nomenclature to his own work—each element is the result of chance that is later exploited
to associative ends. In this regard, Rayne’s paintings are not only an updating of
Duchamp’s implied movement within Nude Descending a Staircase, but also of his
Network of Stoppages (1914), in which the artist mobilized the indexed solidification of
chance created in his 3 Standard Stoppages (1913-14) into a painted constellation of new
meaning.
With these paintings Rayne forges an inextricable link between the index of the
physical trace and the index of cinematic movement. As I have argued, On Fridays We
67
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Have Half Days is situated at the intersection of semiotics, cinema, and cinema as
semiotics. Just as Rayne’s 11-part Untitled employs the filmic language of the dissolve,
Rayne’s paintings, with their sequence of overlapping and juxtaposed “frames,” enact the
filmic language of “montage, which links one movement-image to another.”69 This linkage
of discrete units, this constellation of meaning first examined in relation to the poster On
Fridays We Have Half Days is now brought full circle: the title of each painting “is a set of
coordinates that employs both time and relational measurement in the captioning of a
moment in the movement of a star.”70 Indeed, each of these paintings is a parasitic center
of cinematic, technological, cultural and art historical relations—a regime of signs.
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Figures

Blake Rayne, On Fridays We Have Half Days, 2014, offset poster, Plexiglas,
32 x 22 1/2 inches (81.3 x 57.1 cm)
24

Blake Rayne, Untitled, 2014, 11 Framed prints, Kool-Aid, acrylic, 7.66 oz of walnut shell
powder, and ink on paper + Chromogenic print,
Framed prints: 32 1/8 x 22 5/8 inches (81.6 x 57.5 cm) each
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Blake Rayne, Untitled, 2014, Steel, fabric, paint, Dimensions variable
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Blake Rayne, Untitled, 2014, Cardboard, concrete, Pyrex bowl and lid, yogurt, video
projector, and 108 min. video, 36 1/8 x 36 x 24 inches (91.8 x 91.4 x 61 cm)

Blake Rayne, On Fridays We Have Half Days, Installation view, Miguel Abreu Gallery,
New York, May 9 – June 24, 2014
27

Blake Rayne, RA: 15h 17m 31.28s DEC: 31° 17m 31.69s, 2014, Acrylic, silica, urethane,
and oil on canvas, certificate, 84 x 55 1/2 inches (213.4 x 141 cm)
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